The Secret Money Management hack for
online roulette + FAQ

I like the straight forward information with no blah, blah around the important topics.
Let’s begin.
Long term money management strategy
Your target is turn minimum 6 out of 10 deposits to 100% or more profit. This works for
me already years quite well.
Clear example:
Starting general bankroll 4000$, divide it into 10 x 400$ = 10 deposits (if you cannot
afford it, you can use e.g. 400$ = 10x 40$ and basebet 0,01$)
Deposit 400$ to your online casino, play base on your the best tested strategy/system
and aim for 800$.
If reached, withdraw whole amount of 800$.
Next step is again deposit of 400$, and the same approach.

Base on your picked strategy you should be able to finish minimum 6 deposits with 100%
profit or more, if not, you should evaluate your strategy & system, try out another App or
settings, run more tests etc.
I exclusively share my complete strategies & systems as I believe this is the way how you
can successfully compete with online RNG roulette even from long-term perspective.
Good luck to all and stay strong :)
Detailed steps:
1, Find trustful and audited online roulette casino (e.g. Casino Club, Pokerstars, Unibet,
Bwin, ... )
2, Develop own strategy and system, ... well if you don’t know how and where to start, you
might use Apps which I developed for online roulette with many years of experience.
(available at www.rouletteforliving.com)
3, Fine-tune your parameters and money management rules

StopLoss, Trailing StopLoss
Stoploss
bankroll 400$ - 800$ -> no StopLoss defined, you play with the whole amount (All in)
bankroll > 800$ -> you make a withdrawal minimum 800$ if you e.g. have 1000$ and go
down to 800$, you stop playing and withdraw 800$, no exceptions
Trailing StopLoss
you started with 400$ bankroll, you reached 2000$, your StopLoss won’t be 800$, but
you will move it to 1500$. Whenever you reach 100% profit, in our case bankroll is 800$ +
2*500$ you will move your StopLoss.
Example:
bankroll 400$, reached profit 800$, you continue to play and you reached 1800$ (2*500$
+ 100% profit), your StopLoss is 1800$ - 500$ = 1300$. Which means, whenever you go
down from 1800 to 1300, you stop playing and withdraw 1300$ = Trailing StopLoss.

Profit target
Profit target
reach 100% profit or more, if deposit is 400$, profit target is 800$.
Shifted profit target
in case that you already reached 100% profit for 3 consecutive deposits, you can play
further with 4th deposit, once 100% is reached
Example:
from 3 last deposits you created 3*800$, now you play 4th deposit 400$, you reached
800$, do not make a withdrawal, but play further. Once you reach 1300$, set your
StopLoss on 800$, which means the worst profit from this deposit will be 100%. You can
open up your basebet and increase it to 0,30$ or 0,40$ because you have already
StopLoss in place and you cannot lose your 100% profit + you can potentially create e.g.
500% profit or more from the 4th deposit

How The Typical Journey of Profitable Online Roulette Player Can Look Like
1, Budget: 2000$, 10 times 200$ bankrolls
2, Start 1st deposit 200$, Open online roulette table at your casino, use one of my apps, e.g.
RfL XOR App, Portfolio App, Manitou App or Cashcow App
3, Use basebet 0,10$ because of lower starting bankroll
4, If you reach after e.g. 10 sessions 400$ bankroll, make the complete withdrawal of 400$
5, Start with 2nd deposit 200$, same approach with Apps and aim for 400$
6, If you reach 3 times 400$ in a row, play with 4th 200$ deposit further than 100% profit, use
Trailing StopLoss calculation
7, Your overall goal is to reach at least 6 times 100% profit out of 10 deposits
8, Why? 6 x 400$ = 2400$, your net profit is 1200$, your potentially lost 4 deposits are 800$,
which means you are in profit 400$. Normally you lose only 1 – 3 deposits + some deposits
were not only 100% in profit, but maybe 300% or even more. Which means you can expect up
to 1000$ profit from 10 deposits round
9, If you scale it to 4000$ budget, it is already 2000$ profit per 10 deposits round

Why 10 deposits?
It’s not random number, 10 deposits give you a lot of space for your non-emotional play,
having enough deposits for potential failure with one of them.
Why 100% profit?
I observed that It’s relatively easy to reach 100% profit because once you are in this profit you
tend to risk more and do not follow rules, therefore I strictly recommend to take whole
amount out and start with new deposit at this level of success.
Why for 4th winnning deposit in a row risk more?
Because you have already winning 3 deposits streak, you are in plus and if you use Trailing
StopLoss, your risk is low, but potential of even 500% profit is open, with low emotional level.

Is 30% new 100% Profit Target?
I have introduced new opportunity for Profit Target in my podcast series. It might be quite
profitable, let’s see example:
1, Deposit 400
2, You reach 30% profit, now you have bankroll 520
3, Withdraw 120 + 100, you will have 300 for next play and out 220
4, You risk now only 180 from deposit and still having 300 to play with
5, Next round with 300, aim for 60% profit, if reached, your bankroll is 480
6, Withdraw 180 and continue to play with 300
7, Your risk is now 0 EUR or Dollars as you have back 400 on your paypal, bank account and
still 300 left for play.
8, Now aim for 100% profit and take it out all if reached, it means if you reach 800 withdraw
whole amount and start again.

FAQ

Are online casinos fair and can I trust their Random number generators?
. . . most of the online casinos are fair and RNG is not manipulated. Always check how long
is casino on the martket and whether they have audit for RNG . . . ( trustful casinos base
on my experience: Casino Club, Pokerstars, bwin, Unibet)
Can I find or develop 100% winning system or strategy?
. . . no. There is no discussion about that, if anyone offers 100% sure or winning system for
online roulette it is scam. Never trust that.
Why people play online roulette if there is not 100% winning system?
. . .playing online roulette is fun and entertaining. And if you use well prepared system,
money management and strategy, it can be most of the time profitable activity.

Can I use and play Martingale progression on Red/Black?
. . .yes you can, but you will always lose. Why? Because there are table limits for betting +
you will not be satisfied with small winnings e.g. 1$ risking 1000$ if it goes wrong + you
won’t be patient enough to wait for non frequent patterns like 8 times in a row Red/Black.

Will casino close my account if I win frequently and make a withdrawal?
. . . again, if you are in fair casino, it won’t happen. Casino knows that time to time you will
lose some money. And in general if you are in plus, you will probably promote your
success which means new players and new losers for casino because they are not
experienced like you. Actually casino is happy to have several frequently winning players
= best promotion.
Can I find or develop any profitable system for online roulette?
. . . well, you can develop a system, but to become profitable player you need much more
than that. The complete set is:
1. 1, strong and well tested online roulette system, ideally App tracking the numbers
2. 2, sound and meaningful money management (bankroll, basebet, progression, longterm strategy)
3. 3, no emotions
4. 4, be ready to lose several deposits, it is part of the game
5. 5, fair casino with audited RNG

Can I predict exactly the outcomes of RNG in online casino?
. . . nope, it is RNG or pseudo RNG, therefore no one can predict exactly the numbers’
sequence if RNG is implemented properly. Some casinos use laser beam or CPU
frequency to generate initial seed for RNG, therefore you cannot copy the seed and
reveal numbers’ sequence.
Can I trust Youtube videos where some system sellers show winning money but do not
reveal the system or app or strategy? Should I buy from them?
. . . look, most of the systems’ sellers share only successful sessions. Just accept it. He/She
might be winning on video, but in reality it was once and other 3 sessions in minus. Fair
and open person who offers systems/Apps should provide long term records of his/her
live online roulette sessions + reveal long term strategy + money management + system +
clearly mention that there is no 100% winning system. If this is not the case, never buy
anything from these scammers.

Can you explain, finally once for all, the house edge values?
✘. . . yes, American Roulette House Edge: 5.26% due to double zero, European Roulette
House Edge: 2.7% due to single zero, French Roulette House Edge: 1.35% due to half back
rule (for even money bets only) – it is mathematical certainty.)
Does system or concept of Hot & Cold numbers work?
. . . nope, it is fallacy, from very short term perspective, it looks that some numbers hit
more often and they do. But already in mid-term perspective all numbers will tend to hit
the same amount of time because of law of average.
Does online roulette RNG have a memory? What are the odds of spins?
. . . there is no memory, every spin has every number the exact same odds as the spin
before it. On the other hand you won’t see numbers’ sequence like ... 6, 4, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12,
12, 12, 12, 30, ... because of statistical and probability laws or simply there won’t be just
one number hitting all the time.

Are betting systems legal to use in online casinos?
✘. . . yes, as long as they’re not cheating. You can use any App or system to improve your
play and follow money management rules.
Can you share with us, base on your 15+ years of experience, the best settings/limits for
casino tables?
. . . of course, table with limits 0,10$ - 5000$, it is not often available, but it is the best.
Good enough is also 0,10$ - 5$ on one particular number. Later on you will switch to 1$ 1000$ limits if you have bigger bankroll.

Should I take welcome or other bonuses provided by online casinos? How does it work
actually?
✘. . . you can always make your own decision, base on my long experience, I don’t take
any bonus offers from casinos. Why? There are several reasons.
✘Wagering limit – you have to put on table e.g. 2000$ to be able to withdraw 50$ bonus
which means you have to play a lot of games, longer time, which means high chance to
lose your deposit including bonus.
✘On top of that bonus has often expiry date, so you are pushed to meet wagering
requirements within e.g. 1 month.
✘If you want to withdraw money and your bonus still needs some wagering amount, you
will lose bonus. Simply I recommend to play just with your own money.
✘Bonus is just a bait from casino to play more aggressively + do not follow your money
management rules and potentially lose more.

What is your recommended bankroll size?
. . . it depends on your basebet, I typically play with 400$ deposit and 0,20$ basebet, the
minimum deposit is for me 300$ for 0,20$ basebet. Do not try to break the bank with 50$
deposit and basebet 0,20$ or higher. With such a small bankroll you cannot cover any
meaningful progression.
Can I play online roulette for living?
. . . well, there might be a few guys doing that, but I wouldn’t recommend it.
I’d say that the best approach is to combine your work income, business income and
online roulette income because you will play roulette as a passion. You won’t be under
pressure to win today because you need to pay bills.
So you will focus on the game easier and you can create interesting additional income
stream for yourself.

That’s pretty much it. Easy, right?
All Apps and packages available on www.rouletteforliving.com

YouTube channel VRSEDGE with hundreds of my LIVE sessions in online casinos
Any question? You can catch me anytime with email: shareschoice@gmail.com
Happy playing and see you at the tables! Petr

NOTES:
Any App or system for online roulette cannot provide 100% sure or winning system. No one can
guarantee you the profit playing online roulette.
In general be ready to lose some of your deposits, on the other hand be ready to withdraw all money if
you turn your deposit to 100% or more profit.
All what I share on my webpage, youtube channel and with my Apps come from the real live online
roulette experience and knowledge for 16+ years.

Using my Apps, strategies and systems I am happy to compete with online RNG roulette anytime and
everyday!
Cheers
Petr

